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*Cover*: Hydroxyl radical footprinting (HRF) is a probing method for identifying regions of RNA that are exposed to the solvent. The radicals react with accessible RNA, causing RNA breaks that can be detected by mapping positions of reverse transcription termination. Kielpinski and Vinther have adapted HRF for massive parallel sequencing to allow high throughput probing of multiple, long molecules simultaneously. The image shows helix 16/17 of the Escherichia coli 16S rRNA coloured in neon by the HRF-Seq readout. Yellow colour indicates high, white intermediate and blue low HRF-Seq signal. The two helices are located on a rather flat surface of the small ribosomal subunit with one side exposed to the solvent. The figure is based on the crystal structure of the Escherichia coli ribosome (PDB: 3OFA) by Dunkle *et al*. (PNAS 2010, 107, 17152--17157). PYMOL was used to visualise the structure and add the HRF-Seq based colours to RNA. The image was further processed in Adobe Illustrator to produce the neon effect.For further information, please see the article by Lukasz Jan Kielpinski and Jeppe Vinther, *Nucleic Acids Res*., 2014, **42**, e70.
